Accelerate due diligence
Securing your success in APAC
Healthcare and Life Sciences M&A

Large corporate spin-offs.
Biotech and technology breakthroughs.
Private equity dry powder.
The healthcare sector is rich with opportunity. But to take these
opportunities, you need to track and control a complex exchange
of information. There are stronger-than-ever data privacy
requirements. And the job of finding red flags or riding out political
uncertainty persists. Of course, the tragic spread of COVID-19
is also having an impact – as it is on every other part of our lives.
This means staying on top of due diligence best practices
has never been more important for dealmakers in your industry.
The more effective your approach, the greater the chance of
a successful deal. And of getting there faster.
At Datasite, we know the importance of the technology behind
M&A. We supported more than half the billion-dollar life sciences
deals in 2019. Which means that we helped M&A professionals
like you create successful deals when the stakes were high.
All while keeping sensitive IP and patient data secure.

In this white paper, we’re sharing some of the insights we’ve
gained from working with biotech, pharmaceutical and healthcare
providers around the globe. Their work is important; leading the
fight against cancer, autoimmune and genetic diseases.
Below, we look at some of the factors affecting
the deals that help to finance drug development.

Get ahead.
Stay ahead.
Where are the opportunities?
And how big are they?
Let’s look at the trends that are pointing east.
Before the COVID-19 outbreak, the healthcare and life sciences
industry was on track to be worth USD1 trillion in Greater China
by the end of 2020. Two things were driving this:

The demand for better medical services from China’s
merging middle class.
Policies by the Government to develop the country’s
healthcare infrastructure.

Pharma, medical and biotech also made their mark on the size and
quantity of deals in 2019. In the first three quarters, they accounted
for 7%-10% of inbound and outbound deal values and volumes.
Meanwhile, Hong Kong has emerged as the focal point for life
sciences IPOs. The Hong Kong Stock Exchange (HKEx) updated
its rules. Pre-revenue biotech firms can now list on the main board.
And the stock exchange has attracted more listings from this
part of the ‘new economy’ as a result.
Source:
Mergermarket, Datasite China & Hong Kong Market Briefing, 2019

With the new rules in place, HKEx has three advantages over Nasdaq:
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Hong Kong is close
to mainland China.
Chinese biotech
companies regard
it as a home field.

This proximity
makes it easier for
investors on the
mainland to put
capital into the
biotech sector.

In the short to
medium term,
issuers are likely to
get a more favorable
valuation on HKEx
than on Nasdaq.

Source:
http://www.ejinsight.com/20181005-hk-bourse-poised-to-attract-many-more-biotech-companies

And value has followed volume. Hong Kong had the top two biotech IPOs worldwide
in 2018, and six of the top 10:
Shanghai medical tech platform WuXi AppTec raised US$1.06 billion.
Cancer drug developer Beigene raised US$902.58 million.
Ascletis Pharma Inc. (01672.HK) was listed on the Main Board under the
new rules on Aug 1.
According to Mergermarket, there will be a slowdown in the volume of deals
in 2020. But despite this, the pharma, medical and biotech space is expected
to show resilience.

Act swiftly. Share securely.
It’s one thing to know the scale of the opportunity. And to know where you can make a
healthcare or life sciences deal most attractive. It’s another to execute the deal successfully.
Next, let’s look at the risks to deals. The challenges you encounter in due diligence.
And the ways to solve them.
What will sink the most
healthcare deals this year?

What is the hardest to get right
in healthcare due diligence?
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Finding all red flags
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Data security
and control

Source: Datasite poll, 2019
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Complex regulatory processes. Valuable R&D. Fraught timelines.
It’s a challenge to share information during the drug development process.
The aim? Achieve your objective quickly and keep sensitive data secure.
This is where we support our clients. Here are the ways that we can help you overcome common issues.

Challenge

Document
chaos

eCTD
blindness

IP
vulnerability

Insecure Q&A
transmittals

Solution

Organize and share your
documents, simply and securely:

Manage eCTD files
with ease:

Control and track file access
for each user:

Streamline and secure your
Q&A process:

Upload, reorder and rename
files and folders in bulk.

Upload and search documents
in eCTD file format.

Lock documents down to
prevent saving and printing.

Monitor and prioritize
unanswered questions.

Invite third parties into a shared
repository in a few clicks.

Organize and search through
eCTD content, with the help of
a project management team.

Watermark files with user
details and opacity toggle.

Ensure control with
multi-level permissions.

Track activity in real-time
down to the page – and
request detailed audit trails.

Get actionable insights on
buyer engagement on our
Q&A analytics dashboard.

Comply with the strictest
global security standards.
Including HIPAA medical data
privacy requirements.
Find words within any kind
of file with optical character
recognition search. And get
results 10X faster.

Track all communications
in real-time, with
detailed reports.

Accelerate due diligence. Secure deal success.
Whether you’re looking at a licensing, listing or M&A, you’ll find the features you need in Datasite.

Users

Outcomes

IPO
Fund raising
partnership
M&A
Divestiture
Spin-off

Investors
Advisors

Navigate complex opportunities with ease
through structured information management

Partners and
potential buyers

Get 50% faster redaction processes

In/Out-licensing

Drug Regulatory Authority

Secure IP

Securities Regulatory
Authority

Meet regulations and achieve audit trails

Objectives

1
Drug
Development
Company
IND & NDA
submissions
Patent & IP
Clinical
trials data
Patient
information
Business
documents
Financials
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Gain insight into bidder behavior
Ensure data privacy
Accelerate due diligence

Contract research
organizations

Minimize risks from potential leaks
or breaches

Marketing and distribution
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Internal
collaboration

Internal staff

Access files with ease
Secure access to files or folders based
on permission controls
Streamline how you upload
and organize files

The Datasite
features that help
Secure document
upload and storage
Comprehensive user
and document control
Fast, incisive search
Instantaneous sharing
Integrated Q&A

Get the best support –
for the whole M&A lifecycle
Support for life sciences dealmakers.
For the life of the deal.
Life sciences. It’s an apt name for a sector that’s varied and complex.
The opportunities are living, breathing things. They can materialize in
a matter of days. Or they can evolve over the course of several months.
So, experience matters. Whatever the type of engagement.
Whatever the size. You need the tools to keep intellectual property
secure as you respond fast to new opportunities. The success of the
deal counts on it.

You’ll find the support you’re looking for with us. Established enterprise
or start up. An opportunity opening here or the other side of the world.
Inbound or outbound. We have the industry expertise you need.
So, you can steer your way through the complex exchange of
confidential information that’s needed to finance drug development.
If you’d like to learn more about how we can set you up for success,
get in touch.

About Datasite
Formerly known as Merrill Corporation,
we’re a leading SaaS provider for
the M&A industry. We empower
dealmakers around the world with
the tools they need to succeed
across the entire deal lifecycle.
For more information,
visit www.datasite.com
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